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RapidComposer is a
complete solution for music
composers, both amateurs
and professionals. It is a

comprehensive software that
offers you advanced tools for
score composing or editing.
With its preview tool you
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can listen to your creation as
you compose it. Select
chords and scales The

Composition tab allows you
to lay down any musical

notes sequence that you can
think of. You can select a

certain chord progression or
choose from the pre-set

scales in order to obtain the
desired pitch or frequency.
The phrase generator sets a

base line for a specific
instrument composition. You
can view phrases generated
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especially for string
instruments, such as guitar,
piano, clarinet, drums, or
bass. Quick to compose,

quick to edit
RapidComposer features a
complex editing function
that allows you to modify

any note, measure, chord or
phrase manually or with the
help of the Variations menu.
You can easily duplicate an
entire phrase or joint notes,

change the chord or the pitch
as well as modify the tempo
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of the tune. The quick access
buttons above the editing

area enable you to instantly
move your pitch one octave
higher or lower, or switch
between short snaps and

whole beats. The program
can also offer you different
types of scales so that you

can easily progress with your
blues composition, Persian
harmony or Lydian minor
tune. Editing phrases and

progressions Establishing the
chord progression for a
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melody is made easier with
the Progression editor and
the built in templates. You

can select one of the pre-set
sequences and insert or
overwrite the chords’

succession. The Phrase
editor allows you to modify
tempos, add ascending or
descending accents right

inside the track. Explaining
Chords The Chord Palette is
a comprehensive collection
of chords, each assigned a

different color, according to
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the category it belongs to.
For instance, in a D# scale

and Melodic Minor tonality,
the first and second

measures are dark blue,
while the sixth and seventh
are yellow. You can select

between Minor, Major,
Blues, Pentatonic,

Chromatic, Blues and
numerous other tonalities.
The Chord palette displays

the notes that you can add to
your composition. MIDI

Support The software
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enables you to import MIDI
files and edit them like any

other score that you compose
or open with

RapidComposer. Conclusion
RapidComposer is a versatile
tool that allows professional
users to create or edit music

in a speedy manner and
beginners to learn and

practice melody

RapidComposer With Registration Code [Mac/Win] [Updated]
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RapidComposer is a
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comprehensive software for
fast composing of music. It

comes with a large variety of
tools, allowing you to

compose in any way you
desire. The program operates
on any Windows operating

system (from Windows 98 to
the newest version of

Windows 8).
RapidComposer Key

Features: # Music
Organization The function
“organize” enables you to

create various tags for
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different genre of music. For
example, you can set a tag

for “Blues” and another one
for “Chord progression”.
With this tool, you can

quickly find the track of the
track you like. # Tempo

Setting Easy to use tempo
setting function. This

function allows you to set the
tempo of your composition
in terms of various options,

such as “whole beats” or
“short beats”. # String

Instrument Composition
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With RapidComposer you
can compose music for any

type of string instrument you
wish, including guitar, piano,

bass, violin, etc. # Music
Composition Tool

RapidComposer can
compose music according to
the traditional tonality or the
new progressions. It is very
easy to modify the chord

progressions or the scale, or
to add a melody. # Music

Identification Tool You can
add any note or chord
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progression in your
composition. Thanks to the
function “identify chord”,
you will obtain a complete

list of chords. # Music Scales
Editor You can view the

scales of a certain instrument
to see which one suits you
best for each note in your

composition. # Quick Access
Tool RapidComposer offers

you quick access tools to
compose several measures of

music. By pressing the
corresponding key, you can
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compose the measure,
duplicate it or create a
variation of the chord

progression. # Plain Chords
With RapidComposer you
can create the chords of a
progressional composition,
then create variations of the

chords, so that you can
compare them with the notes
of your melody. # Melodic
Minor Scale You can easily

create melodies with this
tool. This tool enables you to
find what the chords are and
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their most suitable scale. #
Pickup Music Tool The

“pickup” tool allows you to
insert chords or scales from
other sources in your own
composition. # Music or
Scale Keyboard You can

play any scale or chord with
RapidComposer, while the

program automatically
repeats the notes in a
measured 09e8f5149f
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RapidComposer Crack+

What they're saying about
RapideComposer: The most
powerful software for
musicians and songwriters of
all levels. Rapidcomposer
lets you create beautiful
music quickly and easily
without any previous
knowledge of music theory
or formal training. You can
compose music in any genre,
from R&B to rock and pop,
pianists and guitarists will
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love this music creator,
anybody can create music.
Without a keyboard, and
with very few mouse clicks
you can have the melody of
your song written, arranged,
and recorded in as little as 5
minutes. You can record
your own guitar riffs, piano
chords or drum rhythms, and
get an instant music.
Rapidcomposer comes with
thousands of popular music
themes and chord
progressions, that you can
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edit or copy and paste to
your song. RapidComposer
is a professional music
software for musicians,
songwriters, film score
composers, and music
producers for creating,
editing, recording,
performing, and mixing
music for film, TV,
multimedia, ad, and video
games. RapidComposer
Licence key free is an
amazing instrument for
composing any music fast,
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easy, effective and
affordable. With its easy
MIDI track control and full
score view features, this
complete music software is
designed specifically for
professional music creation
with features being rich and
powerful. With its
combination of exclusive
features, RapidComposer’s
touch screen controls make it
the easiest, most effective
way to design, compose and
edit music easily. Learn to
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compose music fast by
following the uniquely easy
teaching tools, intuitive
visual guide and transparent
music notation. With a few
simple mouse clicks you can
start composing, arranging
and editing music in any
genre instantly. Each session
is efficient and entertaining,
with multiple options for
music composition,
recording, editing and
mixing, all made easy with
constant touch screen
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controls. RapidComposer
Features: • RapidComposer
comes complete with
thousands of professionally
recorded melody and chord.
A unique chord palette helps
you select chords from any
of the thousands of chords
readily available. • Its unique
chord palette has been
specially designed to be
compatible with any chord or
scale you have in your
keyboard. An intuitive chord
palette is at your fingertips
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which enables you to select
any chord you know from
the chord scale immediately.
• Completing its powerful
new feature set is the
powerful MIDI track control
which helps you compose the
music by simply touching the
desired keyboard notes or
chord. You can even record
the song on any MIDI
keyboard within

What's New in the?
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RapidComposer is a music
composition software based
on a unique projective
methodology. It implements
a unique and fast
composition engine as well
as all the standard tools
required to compose and
design a song. Make music
with this music composition
software, which allows you
to compose and arrange
songs. RapidComposer is
easy-to-use because it has a
visual interface with a drag
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and drop interface, which
makes it much simpler to
use. With this music
composition software, you
can make changes to the
musical score, the chords
and the variations. For
instance, if you change the
chords and want to repeat the
chord sequence, you can
select the specific chords,
the order and the repetition
directly from the program.
The program also contains
the scales, chords and
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instruments that you can use.
With its instruments and
chord modes,
RapidComposer makes it
easy to compose music. To
improve your skills, you can
practice the pieces you
create with the built-in midi
editor. The program also
enables you to import MIDI
files and compose with them.
RapidComposer Features: -
Includes all the standard
tools required for composing
- Automatic tempo -
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Customize the chords and
scales - Automatic
quantization (tempo) -
Automatic beat detection
and beat display - Play the
score - Piano roll - Keyboard
module - Melodic keyboard -
Chord palette - Themes -
Tune and bass - Variations,
random variations, scales -
Phrase, beat and triad editor
- Lyrics editor -
Import/Export MIDI - Print -
Midi file support - Play midi
files - Supports the full MIDI
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specification - New
Newcomer - Phrase Editor,
Tempo editor.
RapidComposer Windows
Editor: If you download a
trial version, your license key
is generated automatically
and emailed to you.
However, a complete version
is free. A free version of the
software is available for
Windows, Linux, Mac OS
and Android. The mobile
version is not available for
iOS. RapidComposer Mac
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Editor: If you download a
trial version, your license key
is generated automatically
and emailed to you.
However, a complete version
is free. A free version of the
software is available for
Windows, Linux, Mac OS
and Android. The mobile
version is not available for
iOS.
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System Requirements:

Windows 10 PC, Mac or
Linux NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 770 or better for 1080p
and 720p, AMD Radeon HD
7900 or better for 1440p
Intel Core i3, AMD Phenom
II, Quad Core Intel Core i7,
6 Core AMD Phenom II 4
GB RAM DVD or Blu-ray
drive DirectX 11, 3D
Acceleration with Shader
Model 5.0 Ability to use
microphone and speakers
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Supported languages:
English, French, Italian,
German, Spanish,
Portuguese
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